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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The importance of the restoration of the total nucleus Ha
miltonian symmetries spontaneously violated by the average nuc
lear field has been pointed out in literature several times 
(see, e.g., ref. /1,2/). But almost all up to date papers con
cerning this problem have worked with nonrotating nuclei and 
the restoration of translation symmetry of total Hamiltonian 
of rotating nucleus hasn~t been discussed at all. 

In refs./3,4/ and/5/the microscopic nuclear model was propo
sed describing the positive parity vibrational modes of nuclear 
motion near the yrast line within the random phase approxima
tion (RPA) method based on the self Consistent Cranking Model 
(SCCM). In these refs. the attempts were made to clear up the 
relativn between the positive parity solutions of RPA equations 
of motion and the spurious Goldstone modes connected with ro
tational symmetry of the total Hamiltonian of rotating nucleus. 
Negative parity vibrational states near the yrast line hasn~t 
been investigated. 

Takino intn ~rrn11nt- t-hP f~rt-c o;uPn !l'hnuo T.To h!luo l"'nru-.1,,A.a~ 
..... <...J ---·- ··- ---·- ----------

that the translation symmetry violation in rotating Hamiltonian 
and its relation to the negative parity states near the yrast 
line deserve a separate investigation. Namely, this paper is de
voted to the following problems: 

i) to construct residual interactions consistently with the 
restoration of the translation symmetry of the rotating nucleus 
Hamiltonian of SCCM (sections 2,3); 

ii) to determine structure and energies of the RPA phonons 
using the residual interactions obtained from restoration of 
the translation symmetry of nucleus Hamiltonian (sections 4, 
5,6); 
iii) to clear up the relation of the solutions of RPA equations 

of motion to the spurious states (Goldstone modes) connected 
with translation symmetry of the nuclear Hamiltonian (sections 
4,5,6). 

In solving the problems above we have followed the ideology 
of the SCCM+RPA method proposed by Marshalek/3/ and Jaussen with 
Mikhailov/5/ for a nucleus rotating around a fixed axis (statio
nary rotating). This method consists of two separate steps: In 
the first, the SCCM solution is found, which describes the yrast 
line states (using the Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov diaginalization 
(see, e.g. ,/61)). In the n._ext ~SiU?..a--~!?.th the ~rity vibrations l ~~":;. ' . ' .. -.s-::·.~-~ r.: ~ 1 
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about the SCCM solutions are determined by the RPA. In this 
paper only the negative parity vibrations are treated (sec
tions 4,5,6). 

2. SYMMETRY OF THE SCCM HMULTONIAN 

In the SCCM the nucleus is supposed to rotate round the 
stable axis (axis x) and the number of nucleons has to be con
served. Therefore the Hamiltonian of the SCCM is taken in the 
form (see, e.g.,/3,4/ ): 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

where H and H are the total nucleus Hamiltonian in the lab. 
and intrinsic-fixed body system, respectively. Jx is an x -com
ponent of the total angular momentum, n is the rotating frequ
ency, N is the particle number operator and.the Lagran~ian 
multiplies A can be interpreted as the chem~cal potent~al. The 
total Hamiltonian H contains the deformed average nuclear 
field, pairing and the residual interactions. Solving the Hart
ree-Fock-Bogolubov equatioQ, the SMMC Hamiltonian can be re
written in the form /3,4/ 

H' = <1l!HIO> +I (E. a: a. + E...a!a...) + 
j I I I I I I 

+: Hpair: + VRES(+) + VRES(-)' 

(2.2) 

where <OIHIO> denotes the mean value in quasiparticle vacuum 
(yrast state with given n ), Ei are the quasiparticle ener
gies, a7" and a· are the quasiparticle creation and annihilation 
operato~s, reJpectively. The symbol : : represents the normal 
product with respect to quasiparticle vacuum, Hpair is the 
pairing interactions. From the point of view of the space ref
lection symmetry, the residual interaction can be divided in~o 
two parts: a part containing the positive parity single part~cle 
operators(VREs(+))and a part with the negative parity single 
particle (VREs(-)). 

The total nuclear Hamiltonian fulfils the following conser-
vation laws: 

(H, N) = (H, J) =[H. P] = 0, (2.3) 

... 
where J is the total spin operators, and P is the total linear 
momentum operator. Using the well-known commutation relations. 
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[Jk, Jf] = iEkfn.Jm 

[Jk. Nl .. [Pk • Nl = [Pk • Pf 1 = o 

[Jk • Pf ] = i lkfm p m 

- iJJ}t P. -iJx Ot 
pk = e k e • k,f,m=x,y,z 

from (2.3) it follows (see/3/ and Appendix A): 

(2.4) 

(2.5a) 

[H ', J X]= o. 

[H', Px] "'0, 

[H ', Jy] .. -WJz, [H ', Jz] = iOJY (2.5b) 

[H', Pz] .. -WPY, [H', Pz]=iOPY. (2.5c) 

The conditions (2.5c) and (2.3) are used in the following sec
tions to determine negative parity residual interactions. 

3. RESTORATION OF THE TRANSLATION SYMMETRY 

The violation of the translation invariance of nuclear Ha
miltonian leads to the appearance of the admixtures connected 
with the center of mass motion in the odd parity states. Since 
i..iu:' uuu parit:y states near the yrast line are the subject of 
investigation in this paper, the nearest task is to construct 
the residual interactions which restore the translation in
variance of the deformed average nuclear field. A possibility 
of the nonaxial average nuclear field is taken into account 
for the rotating nucleus. 

According toll/ the separable residual interaction can be 
looked for in the form (we must have in mind that our nuclear 
average field rotates with the nucleus) 

H - "o -. I 7 [Ho • PIL ] uio· p ll ] (3. I a) 
IL• x,y,z 

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the average nuclear field with 
the pairing interaction (in_lab.system), KIL are arbitrary con
stants for the time being, PIL are the components of the nuc
leus total linear momentum (see sect.2). The requirement of the 
translation symmetry of nuclear Hamiltonian H can be expressed 
by the last commutator in (2.3). Substitution of (3.1) into 
(2.3) yields: 
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(3 .2) 

where the symbol I I denotes the anticommutator. From (3.2) one 
can see that if the double commutator is a c -number: 

(3.3) - - -
[[Ho, Pv]. PIll • c"' 811 

it is possible to obtain the precise restoration of the nuclear 
Hamiltonian translation symmetry in the framework of the se-

parable residual interaction, assuming ~,~cv(see (3.2)). Un-
Kv 

fortunately, the condition (3.3) holds only for the oscillator 
average nuclear field. Since the oscillator is rarely used as 
a nuclear average field, there is no possibility to restore pre
cisely the translation symmetry for average fields usually ~sed 
in nuclear theories. Because the problem of the nucleon mot1on 
in an atomic nucleus is never solved exactly, it is necessary 
for condition (2.3) to be fulfilled at the same stage of accu
racy as the equation of motion is solved. In this paper the 
RPA is used for the description of the excited states near the 
yrast line, and therefore, the translation invariance condition 
(2.3) can be rewritten in the form: 

[H. P .. l =[H. P .. lnP .o.+B fH. P .. 1. (3.4) 
.- ,... -·- -- ,... 

where [H,P lRPA is the part of the commutator, which contains 
the boson

11
operator in the linear order (see the next section 

and refs./3,4/ ) and s[ii, P"'lRPA is the remai~ing part of. the 
commutator constructed from the second and h1gher order 1n bo
son powers. Neglecting the higher than linear terms in the boson 
expansion (3.4), one expressed the translation invariance con
dition in the RPA by: 

( 11 ~ x, y, z). (3. 2') 

Substituting (3.1) into (3.2') we obtain: 

(3.5) 
=[H6 , P

11
]RPA -I. ~<OI[P11 , rH0 • PvlliO> [H 0 , Pv]RPA= 0, 

v=x,y,z 

where <OIH!O> denotes the boson (quasiparticle) vacuum (see/31). 
From the reflection symmetry of the average nuclear field, one 
can get: 

(3.6) 

A . 1 ssum1ng c = _,, 
ll Kll 

the RPA translation invariance condition 

(3.5) is automatically fulfilled, 
Further, the structure of the nuclear average field will 

be discussed in detail. Suppose that the average field has 
the Saxon-Woods form/6 / with the following isotopic structure: 

Z (p) ... A-Z (n) _. 
V = I. V (r. ; {3) + I. V (r. ; {3 ). 

i= l I j = l I 

(3.7) 

where 

(3. 8a) 

(3.8b) 

In (3.7) and (3.8) symbol {3 denotes the set of deformation 
parameters, rz is the z -component of isospin for a given nuc
leun. Since the spinorbit interaction does not play the substan
tial role in the restoration of translation symmetry, it will 
be neglected in a further consideration. The restoration of the 
translation symmetry of the average nuclear field (3.8) can be 

i cncro!:.l1 !1,... ; cn,ro,t-n,... f1n11l nTnh 
- - -·- --- ~ -- - . - - - - - -------

actions. Therefore, the residual interaction can be written in 
the form: 

where 

v= x,y,z 

T = O,l,c 

[r] • 
Kv + ] 1 _,Q [r Q [r , 
2 v v 

In accordance with (3.6) the strength constants 
1 - (r 1 :r;r-' "'<01 (Pv • Qv l lO>. 
v 

[r] 
K 

v 
are 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 
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The residual interactions given by (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) are 
further used for constructing the negative parity vibrational 
states near the yrast line. 

4. RPA HAMILTONIAN AND THE CONSERVATION LAWS 

Introducing the two-quasiparticle boson creation and annihi
lation operators as in papers 13•41: b:r =at a{, b:r = iat a{, 

b+ . + + d k' . h b h . f h . 1 ":'1r' = 1 a- an an ta 1ng 1nto account t e e av1our o t e s1ng e-
h k r. 

particle operators (involved in the residual interactions) un
der the space reflections and the rotation around the x -axis 
by angle"' the nuclear Hamiltonian of the SCCM (2.2), can be 
divided in the framework of the RPA (i.e., up to the second 
order in the boson expansion) into mutually commuting parts 
(see /3,7,8/ ) 

where Yx and Yp are quantum numbers characterizing the pro
perties of the single-particle operators, involved in residual 
interactions, under a rotation of angle " around the x -axis 
ana space retlection, respectively. Because the problem of 
searching of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the 
Hamiltonian (4.1) for the positive parity part(yp=+l) has 
been solved in refs./3,4,5/, only the negative parity part 
(Yp=-1) of (4.1) is treated in this paper. With respect to 
(3.9) the negative parity part of the Hamiltonian (4.1) can 
be expressed in the form: 

(4. 2a) 

j.l=y,z 

where Eik =Ei + Ek, Q~)[r](r=0,1, c; ll = x,y, z) are the linear 
boson parts of the- single-particle operators (3.10). The ex
p~ici t forms of Q~l) [r] • together with the linear boson part of 
l1near momentum components and their conjugated coordinates 
are given in Appendix B. 
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In the Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov representation the Hamilto
nian H' does not contain the linear boson part, therefore up 
to the second order in bosons (see /3,4/) 

(4.3) 

Substituting (4.3), (4.2) into (2.4) and (2.5c) and using the 
boson expansions for the angular momentum components given in 
ref./3/ one can get: 

[H ,(2) p< 1\ .. O [H'(2) pO >] __ . n p(I) [H ,(2) pO >] . n pO) 
' X ] ' ' y - 11.' z ' ' Z c 1 Ui y 

[~(1). P/ 0 1 =[NO> .lj0 )] = [J~l) ·IJ(I)] = [J~l), Jj 0 J = 0, 

[J~0• J~01 = i <OI J" IO>. 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

(4 .4c) 

Since all parts of the Hamiltonian H' (4.1) mutually commute 
the problem of searching its eigenvalues and corresponding ei- ' 
genvectors can be solved independently for each part of the RPA 
Hamiltonian (see /3,7/) 

[H',PA]=iw~X.\' (4.5a) 

[H', Xx1 = -i Px, (4 .Sb) 

[X.\' Px,]=i8xx'• (4.Sc) 

where Xx and Px represent canonical conjugate coordinates and 
momenta in the state .\ with energy wx ( Xx and Px are sup
posed in the linear boson order). In this canonical represen
tation the Hamiltonian (4.1) can be rewritten (see/7/): 

H'=.L I 
2 ,\ 

<wx./o> 
(4. 6) 

From the comparison of (4.4a) with the RPA equation of motion 
(4.5) it follows 

(4. 7) 

where,the constant g" ("mass" parameter) will be discussed 
later (see section 5). Therefore, the negative parity part of 
Hamiltonian (4.1) has the form: 

H' ... .!.. ~ (9'2 
+--·

2 
<¥

2
) + 1 g P0 )

2
+ H (P(l) P(I) X(I) X(l)) (4 8) 

ne8al. 2 A ,\ -,\ "'- ,\ 2' " " c.m. y • z • y • z • • 

w,\"0 
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where Hc.m. (P;o. P~l), x< 0, i-!>> is the part of Hamil-tonian connec
ted with the center of mass motion modes (XO>, pOl), (X<O, pOl) 
which cannot be interpreted as the solution~ ofYRPA equati~ns 
of motion. These modes are discussed in detail in section 5.2. 

The structure of the odd parity vibrational states (i.e., 
canonical conjugated coordinates ~A and momenta PA and cor
responding energies wA) near the yrast line for a given an
gular momentum is determined in the following sections. 

5. RPA EQUATIONS FOR THE NAGETIVE PARITY PART 
OF THE HAMILTONIAN H 

The RPA equations (4.5) with negative parity part of the Ha
miltonian H' can be solved by the method proposed by Kvasil 
et al./7/, where the way of extraction of the spurious states 
from the solution is also described. 

y = +1 
5. I. Diagonalization of H(+) "'H (Y;= _1 ) 

The linear boson part of canonical conjugated coordinates 
and momenta can be looked for in the form 

~ .\ = -i I. ~~~) (b!. -b.;-). (5. I a) 
JJ[ 

(5. I b) 

(5. I c) 

Substituting expressions (5.1a), (5.1b), and (4.2a) into (4.5) 
and using the commutation relation of boson operators (see /3,4/), 
one can obtain equations of motion in the matrix representation: 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

where 
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A, =I, p~A>q: [r]. 
1\ fp t.p tp 

(5.3) 

.. 

The summation in (5.2) is over the isoscalar, isovector, and 
Coulomb part (see (4.2a) and Appendix B). Constructing the 
corresponding linear combinations of equations (5.2a,b) and 
using the way described in ref./7 / one can get the following 
system of the linear homogeneous algebraic equations for three 
unknowns A~l '(r = O,l,c) 

2 I, [r] 'A[r] ( ~ W (A) ) - 0 WA K A k - • 

T=O,l,c x f=O,I,c qx[~ <i<f [r1 · 

(5.4) 

where 

s<>.> (+) 
a,h (5.5) w<AJ- I. au bik 

a,b- ik 2 2 :, 
E_,.(E .-w) 

IK ik A 

The conditions for existence of nontrivial solutions of thP 

equation system (5.4) lead to the secular equations for the 
eigenvalues wA in the form 

(5.6) 

where !D(+lwA)! is the determinant of the equation system (5.4) 
for nonspurious solutions. The equation system (5.4) has to be 
solved taking into account the condition (5.1c). 

The strength constants K[;l(r .. O, 1, c) are determined by 
eq. (3.112 which can be rewritten by the quasiparticle matrix 
elements qfk [r] using the condition (4.4a): [H'(2), p~O] = 0 
in the form: 

) . (5. 7) 

As the Hamiltonian H(+) commutes with the x -component of 
the total linear momentum pp> (see eq. (4.4a)), among the solu
tions of the equation system (5.4) the spurious one withwA=O 
appears, which is connected with the center of mass motion 
along the x -axis (see (4. 7)). The "mass" parameter g x con-
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nected with this spurious mode can be determined from the nor
malization condition (5.1c). Using (4.7), (5.2), (5.3), and 
(5,7), one gets for mode: 

pik (un = 0) = v''t p~k . 1\0 X I 

Then from (5.1c) the "mass" parameter can be obtained 

= 2 ~ 
ik 

-x -x 
Pik Pik 

Eik 

The completeness of all solutions (X.\, p,\) of the H(+) 
nian can be expressed by 

5.2. Diagonalization of H =H (Yx=-l) 
(-) Yp=-1 

(5.8) 

(5. 9) 

Hamil to-

(5. 10) 

~; • ., <-cwuu.lcdi cunjugat:ea coordinates and momenta for this 
part of the Hamiltonian (4.1) are assumed to be in the form 
(linear boson terms only): 

GY ~ uy(A) + <¥(A) + 
oA ,\ = ~ ( oA .• (b . k + b.,) + oA . k (b + b - ) ) 

ik I~ I I~ I ik ik ' 
(5. II a) 

p = i ~ (P(A){b + -b. ) + P.<Al(b+ - b J) 
A ik ik ik lk Jk Tk lk • (5. II b) 

(5. II c) 

Similarly as in the preceding section the RPA equations of mo
tion (4.5) for the part H(-) of the Hamiltonian (4.1) can be 
expressed in the matrix representation: 

(5. I 2a) 
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2 - -
:f~A) = ~ )rl 'B[~] w.\ q~k[r] + ~ )rl C[~] E ik~~k [~, (5. 12b) 

' y E2 . 2 z E 2 - w2 T=O,l,c ik -.wA T=O,l,c ik A 

[r] [r} . 
where the unknowns B ,\ , C ,\ (r = 0, 1. c) are introduced 

B[:],;, ~ (a! fr] ov ~,\) ,.y [ J ;(,\) 
1\ t;, 'T_p'" oA ~p -•Q fp T oAfp ), 

(5. 13) 

C[r] __ ~ -z [ ] m(,\) "'z [ ] m(,\)) 
A ~ (qfp T J£p + qfp T J£p • 

.;y (,\) a;(,\) • . • 1 
For Aik and Jik a relations simi ar to 
tained. Substitution of (5.12) into (5.13) 
geneous system of linear eq~ations for six 
c[rl(r= 0, 1, c): 

A 

(5.12) can be ob
leads to the homo
unknowns s[rl and 

A 

with the corresponding secular equation for the eigenvalues 
In (5.14) the following assignment is made 

(J) \ • 

" 

<A> ~ E.La.kt.k 
sab (-)=Sab (w,)= ~ (-l.'l-1 I ± ~rrait~a.. >. 

" ik E2 2 
ik - w A E2 2 

- w, ik 1\ 
(5. 15) 

The sign (-) holds in the case when one of the quantities a 
or b is qY [r] for all r. 

If it is assumed that all conservation laws are exhausted by 
(2.5),'H<-l (forO¢ 0) has no Goldstone modes connected with 
zero energy w A = 0. ] [r] 

The strength constants K [r · and Kz in (5.14) are given 
by (3.11). Using the symmetfy conditions (4.4a) these constants 
can be expressed by means of the quasiparticle matrix elements: 
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(5. 16) 

1 
--;:-;-' = ~ S z z , (w = 0) = 0 ~ U (w- 0) 
K [rJ' T=O,l,c 'I [r]q [r]' r'=O,l,c qz[r] qY[r'] o - • 

z 

The only question which remains uncleared for H( is 
wheather the canonical conjugated coordinates and 1i~ear mo
m~nta; (X~l), prO)) ~ (Xi0 • p~O) of the nucleus center of mass mo
t1o~ 1n ~he rotat1on plane represent the spurious states of the· 
Ham1lton1an "<-> · FrR~ c~~yarison of (4.4a) with (4.5) one 
cou:d exp~c~ that (Py • Pz ) is a mode of H(-) with energy 
w = -0 (s1m1larly as the Y - and z -components of angular mo
mentum were treated in paper of Marshalek/3/) But since 
[P <O, P ~I)]"' 0, such a mode would be non-nor~lisable. In can 
bl shown -that for the same reason neither cx<O pOl) nor 
(X 0 > pOl) h · y • · y z , z represents t e RPA mode of Ham1lton1an H( ) for 
0 ~· 0. In the case of 0 = 0 (non-rotational nucleus) all-linear 
momentum components connnute with the Hamiltonian H' (see 
(~.4a)), and therefore (X~O,p(ll)and (XOl,p~l) )are-zero spu
nous modes of "<->· Although the (X (1) p<l>) and (X (I) pOl) 
d "bl y•y z•z on t e ong to the ansamble of all RPA solutions with Hamil-
tonian H(-) in general case 0 f, 0, we give the proof of the 
or_tho?onality of the modes (X~O. P_~O) and (X<O. p(l)) to all 
~uLUL1ons or the equation system (5.14). ~ z 

Using the Jacobi identity one can obtain 
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In the same way we can obtain: 

02 . (1) 
(1- -H P" P l = o , 

w2 /\ Y 
>.. 

0 2 <1> 
(1 --)eX>.., X ] = 0, 

w}. Y 

IT- (1) 
(1 - -) [ !J', , X ] = 0 • 

2 /\ z 
w>.. 

Since H(-) has no solution with w >.. =± 0, in general case 
(5.17), the orthogonality of all RPA solutions of H(-) 

(5.17b) 

(5.17c) 

(5.17d) 

from 
to the 
total (X(1) p(l)) and (X(1) p(l)) follows. We see, that the 

y ' y z ' z space of canonical conjugated coordinates and momenta with 
y x = -1 and Yp =-1 i~ a sum of the space of th~ no~al modes 
(RPA solutions) (~>.,, P,\) of H(-) and the four-d1mens10nal space 
of (X (1) p (1)) (XCl) p (1) ) • Therefore the completeness of this 

y ' y ' z ' z 
total space can be expressed by: 

b~ = i ~ ([!J'>..' b~ ]~>.. + [b~.~,\1!1'>..) + 

+ i([P ,b ]X +[b ,X ]P 

f<; 1 s:n 

'([P{l) b+ ]X(l) [b+ x<1>]p(1)) i([P(1) b+ ]X(l)+[X(1)b+ ]P(1)) 
+ 1 y ' fp y + fp ' y y + z ' f p z z ' fp z ' 

5.3. Parameters of the SCCM+RPA Method 

Our SCCM+RPA treatment of the vibrational states near the 
yrast line has no free parameters (we don"t speak about para
meters of the average nuclear field). The form and strength 
constants of the residual interactions are wholly determined by 
the requirement of the restoration of the spontaneously broken 
symmetries of the average field. As is shown in the preceding 
sections, the odd part of the residual interaction is unambi
guously given by the translation synnnetry of the total nuclear 
Hamiltonian. The corresponding strength constants can be de
termined in terms of relations (5.7), (5.19). 
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6. THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE NUCLEUS HAJ1ILTONIAN 

In section 5 the procedure for searching the negative parity 
part (yp=-l)of the Hamiltonian (4.1) eigenvalues and the cor
responding pair of conjugated coordinates ~A and momenta PA 
is given. For the states with wA f. 0 it is possible to introduce 
the phonon creation and annihilation operators/7/ 

+ 1 . . 
CA =~<JWA~A- _l_pA ), 

..;2 vw;.. (6. I) 

+ 
[ CA • ~A' ] "" Bu' · 

k . · h f h h d (X(!) ,P 0 )) and Ta ~ng ~Rto account t e act t at t e mo es L 

(X(!), P~l) ) do not belong to the normal modes (~A,C/A) and that 
the conditions (4.4a) must be fulfilled, one can rewrite the 
negative parity part of (4.1) in the form: 

where we have explicitly extracted the terms connected with 
the center of mass motion. 

The positive pari tv (v_ = + 1) !>art of thP H"mi 1 f::':'!'.i.:!!'. , ~ ~'"
pressed in a similar way r (see /3,4/) in terms of the phonon ope
rators for positive parity. 

Since the Hamiltonian H' commutes with J]( -component of the 
angular momentum, with operator of the number of nucleons (for 
protons and neutrons separately), and with P](-component of the 
linear momentum (see (4.4a)), the wave function describing the 
nucleus state near the yrast line is characterized by quantum 
numbers InA I, In A I N, Z, P](, J](, where n A and n A 

(-) (+) (+) (-) 
are numbers of both parity phonons of positive and negative 
signature, respectively. For the states near the yrast line with 
high spin it is possible to add to these quantum numbers the to
tal angular momentum J. Using the method proposed in paper of 
Marshalek/3/ for constructing the eigenstates of H', which ge
neralizes the RPA results for collective modes of H', one can 
write: 

DA DA 
(CA) (+) (CA) (-) 

lin A lin A I, N, Z, P , I, M >"" n n 
]( A A (+) (-) 

(+) V n).! (-) ,jnA 
(+) (-) 
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I(N-No>Xa I(Z-Zo>Xp tP]( X i(J -Jo) ¢ 
e e e e 

X X 

,j2rr ,j2rr ,j2rr ,j2rr 
(6. 3) 

J-M <r+> 
X 10,0, N0 ,z 0 , o, o\J ,J0 >, 

,j(J- M) I 

where x x , ¢ and X 1l are the yariables conjugated to the 
N z n; an~ p respectively ( N is the neutron number opera-
to;, a~d z- th:' pr:oj~n number operator). Notation in (6.3). is 
the same as in ref. 1 The ket I 0, P, N o• Z o• 0, Jo • Jo ~ descr:bes 
the yrast line state with the angular moment~m Jo(~~th proJec
tion J 0 onto x -axis), without the 7ranslat~on mot~on of nuc
leus along x -axis and for nucleus w~ th No neutrons ~nd Z o 
protons. In analogy with/3/ we assume the wave funct~on . 

II I I 1 N z p J M > to be invariant under rotat10n 
n A ' n A ' • • 1l' • 
(-) (+) 

of angle rr about the x-axis. This assumption leads to the con-
dition (see/31): 

J + I DA 
(-1) ¢> (-) = 1 . (6.4) 

This allows us to conclude: if a nucleus state contains the 
even number ot the negat~ve signature phonons, the total angular 
momentum must be even, and if the state is formed by the odd 
number of negative signature phonons, the total momentum J is 
odd. This conclusion is independent of parity of phonons. 

7. SUMMARY 

The way of determination of the negative parity part of the 
residual interaction given in section 3 of this paper is general 
from the point of view of the form of nuclear average field. It 
can be used for the axial symmetry form as well as for the non
axial one. 

The SCCM+RPA method, used in sections 4,5,6 to determine the 
structure and ene~gies of.the n~clear.states near the yras/3, 41 
line, works well ~n the h~gh-sp~n reg~on where J](=~ (see. ). 
However the question remains at what spins does th~s reg~on 
begin. ihe first numerical calculations by this method, which 

• . . . . t . 168 Er have-been done for low-ly~ng pos~t~ve par~ty sta es ~n 
and 158 Dy in paper of Kvasil et al./9/, show that SCCM+RPA method 
provides quite good results for relatively small spins. The nu
merical calculations for negative parity states are to be pre
pared in the nearest future. 
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APPENDIX A: 
LINEAR MOMENTUM IN THE LAB. AND FIXED ROTATING SYSTEM 

We suppose that the nucleus rotates in the lab. system around 
th~ stable axis. This axis of stable rotation can be chosen as 
ax1s .x for the laboratory as well as for rotating system of 
coord1nates. The origin point for both systems can be fixed in 
the center of mass of the nucleus in the ground state. It meanso 
that the tptal linear momentum in both systems is equal to zero 
for the nuclear states on the yrast line. When the intrinsic 
vibrational modes are excited in nucleus the center of mass 
can be shifted from the origin point of both systems of coordi
nates and the total linear momentum in both systems can be non
zero. Since the rotation of the fixed system takes place around 
the x -axis, one can write 

X'= X, 

Y' = Y co silt + Z sin.Ot, (AI) 

Z' = -Y sinnt + Z cosOt, 

where (X', Y',Z') and (X, Y, Z) are the center of mass coordinates 
in. the rot~ting ·and labora~ory system, respectively. From the 
po1nt of v1ew of the class1cal physics the relation (AI) yields 
for the components of the total linear momentum: 

P, = P cosOt + P sinOt +MOZ', y y z (A2) 

Pz, =- PY sin.Ot + Pz cosOt- MOY'. 

In the 
centre 
center 

lab. system there is no strength acting on the nucleus 
of mass, and therefore, the classical Lagrangian for the 
of mass has the form: 

P! + P: +P: P-.2, (P ,- MOZ') 2 
+ y 

2M 2M 2M 
L 

(P -+ MOY')2 
• +------

2M 
(A3) 

The generalized momenta corresponding to coordinates in the ro
tating system are: 

- aL 
p =-.-=P, 

J: ax· .. 
16 

aL -p 
y 

P , - MOZ ' = P cos Ot + P sin.Ot , 
., y z .. 

ay• 

aL (A4) 
p 

z .. 
az· 

From the Lagrangian equation one can get - -
iJL dPy aL - dP z aL -
-=0 -=-=OP ,-=-=-OP ax· ' dt av • z dt az • r 

-dP,. 
--= dt (AS) 

-In quantum mechanics we must have in mind that P-. , P y , P z 
are the canonical conjugated to coordinates X', Y', Z' (see 
(A4)). The transition from classical to quantum mechanics is: 

P-. 
a iJ-.Ot 

Px 
-iJ-.Ot 

--+ -i......- = e e 
' ax· 

p a tJ Ot p -u .. Ot 
(A6) --+ - i -.- = e -. e y aY' 

y 

pz 
a u .. nt -iJ-.Ot - -i- = e Pze az· 

The quantum mechanics generalization of relations (AS) gives 
then the conditions (2.Sc) for Hamiltonian H'. 

APPENDIX B: 
LINEAR BOSON PART OF SINGLE-PARTICLE OPERATORS 

Every single-particle operator can be expressed in the form 
of an expansion in the two-quasiparticle bosons (see /3/ ).A par
ticular form of each term in this expansion depends on the sym
metry of a given single-particle operator under time reversion, 
complex conjugation, space reflection, and rotation of " around 
x -axis. The positive parity single-particle operators connected 

with 
1 

<,rp=+l) part of the Hamiltonian H' are discussed in 
ref. 4 therefore w~ give only the bqpon_representation of the 
operators Q 11 (r], P 11 (#L=x,y,z) and X#L((X#L, PILl= i),which are 
connected with (yp =-l) part of the Hamiltonian H'. Since the 
negative parity operators have no zero-order term in the boson 
expansion, we can write: 

(1) (2) - ( 1) (2) 
QIL(r)=QIL [r]+ QIL (r] + ..... , p#L =Pil + p/1 + .... , 

- (1) (2) 
XIL=XIL+XIL+ .... 

(B I) 

17 



The explicit expressions for the linear boson part of the ope
rators P , X and Q,[r] are: 

- Jl. Jl. ,.. 

(B2) 

(l) 1 -z + ., z + 
Xz = 2 ~ [x!J (biJ+bli) + xll (biT+-blj)], 

(l) -x + 
Q x [ ·r] = I. q IJ ( r] ( b IJ + b 1 l) , 

IJ . 

(l)[ -1 . -z + .,IE + Qz r] = -
2 

I [q [r](b + b
11

)+ q [r](h..._+ b __ )], 
IJ IJ IJ IJ I J 1J 

where the quasiparticle matrix elements are given by 

-x 
= ~ (Px>kt<uktvfJ 

- -y 
p IJ + VIII U fj ) ' PIJ = I (Py)kf(uktvfJ - viti ufJ)' 

rtf 

"'y 
~ <Py>r.:r<ukl ;r1- ;klu-tJ>. 

-IE .. I, (PIE >r.:t (u kl v fJ - vktufJ)' plj p IJ 
kf ... 

I <P > t <u ;r - v uf ), i• = I (Xx\t(vkt u fJ- \1 vfJ ), PII kf z k kl J 111· I II kf 
-Y 

.. I (Xy)kt (uktvfJ + ufl vkl) • 
•y 

=I (Xy>r.:t<uktvfl+ uflvk~' x,l xlj kf rtf 

18 

where (P Jl. >11t, (X ,) kf and (Q Jl. [r]) kf are the matrix elements in 
the Goodman basis (see 131 ) ukl and viti are the matrices of 
the Bogolubov transformation from the single-particle operators 
to the single-quasiparticle operators (assignment as in ref./31). 
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UaeK C., KaacMn R., rooMea 6. 
nC~ M BOCCTaHOBneHMe TDaHCnAUMOHHO~ CMMMeTDMM 
raMMnbTOHMaHa aoawacwerocR Raoa 

E4-83-684 

HccneAoaaHa roaHcnAUHOHHaA CHMMeTpMA raMHnbTOHHaHa apawacwerocR RAPa 
M ee BnMAHMe Ha peweHMe ypaBHeHM~ QBM*eHMA B paMKaX npM6nM*eHMA cny4a~HOH 
~a3W /OC~/. H3 Tpe6oBaHMR BOCCTaHOBneHMA TDaHCnRUMOHHO~ CHMMeTpMM Bpawa~
werOCR ra~MnbTOHMaHa,HapyweHHO~ AemODMMOOBaHHWH CPeAHHM noneM HyKnOHOB, 
KOHCTPYMPY~TCA OCTaT04Hwe B3aMMOQe~CTBMA, KOTOPWe B CBO~ 04epeAb BeAyT 
K nOABneHH~ BM6pauHOHHWX COCTORHH~ B6nM3M nHHMH HpaCT RAPa. C nor.y4eHHWM 
TaKMM o6pa30M nonHWM raMHnbTOHHaHOM oewa~TCA ypaaHeHHR ABH*eHHA B paHKax 
net. 8 pa60Te noeAnO*eH cnoco6 BWQeneHMR AYXOBWX MOA CPeAM nC~ peweHH~, 
CBASaHHWX C ~paHCnAuHe~ UeHTDa MaCe AADa B na6ooaTQPHO~ CMCTeMe. Ha~AeHW 
~pMynw AnA 3HeprM~ H C~DYKTypw B~6DaUHOHHWX COCTOAHH~ OTOMUaTenbHOH 4eT
H0CTM B OKpeCTHOCTH nMHHH HPaCT. 

Pa6ora awnonHeHa a fla6ooarooHH reooeTH4eCKO~ mM3HKH OHRH. 

Cwiok S., Kvasil J., Choriev B. 
The RPA and the Restoration of Translation Symmetry 
of Rotating Nucleus Hamiltonian 

The translation symmetry of Hamiltonian of rotating nucleus and its 
relation to the solutions of RPA equations are investigated. The require
~ent of restoration of translation symmetry of rot~ting nucleus Hamiltonian 
is used for construction of the residual interactions leading to the ap
pearance of the odd parity rotational states near the nucleus yrast li~e. 
With these residual interactions the equations of motion in the framework 
of RPA are solved. The method of extraction of the spurious modes, connec
ted with nu~leus center of mass motion in lab.system, from the RPA solutions 
is proposed. The formulae for energies and structure of the odd parity · 
vibrational states near the yrast line are found. 

The investigation has been performed at the ~aboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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